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Vassilij Mikhajlovich Alekseev (1881—1951) was an
outstanding Russian sinologist, translator, and a full
member of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR starting from 1929. Ever since his first visit to China in 1906
as part of his master's studies at the Chinese-Manchurian
Department of St. Petersburg University, he had been
collecting nianhua ( ᒤ ⮛ ) — Chinese popular woodblock prints, epigraphy (inscriptions and charms), engravings, calligraphy, artistic postal paper, rubbings of
ancient stone slabs. V. M. Alekseev's collection grew
substantially after he took part in the archaeological expedition across North China organized by his teacher at
Collège de France Édouard Chavannes (1865—1918) in
1907. It is known that during this trip the young scholar
not only gathered a vast amount of data for further research. In his Report on his visit to China from October
30, 1906 to October 3, 1907, V. M. Alekseev noted that
later this diary “that he kept as the circumstances would

allow him” was to be properly processed, “especially its
documentary part” [1].
In addition to making travel notes during his studies
in China in 1906—1909, V. M. Alekseev paid special
attention to “obtaining explanations” to the popular
prints he already possessed as well as to “the items that
were yet to join the collection”. His previous experience
in scholarly description and attribution of Chinese popular woodblock prints made him confident that this work
required help of “smart literate natives” [2]. In his Report on the second year of his trip (October 1, 1907 —
October 1, 1908), V. M. Alekseev noted that, “to obtain
necessary information in a format that seemed satisfactory to him”, it took him eight months of daily work to
pre-process the data brought from his trip with Édouard
Chavannes. Deprived of necessary reference literature,
the scholar resorted to anthropological research methods,
i. e. “surveying many a man”, or informants [3].
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The subject of his survey were questions “written on
separate pieces of paper” in the course of the journey.
According to V. M. Alekseev, these questions were connected with everything that was “unclear, odd, interesting” [4].
From the works by the academician's daughter,
M. V. Ban'kovskaja (1927—2009), we find that, to understand the meaning of Chinese inscriptions and popular prints, V. M. Alekseev referred to what he called
“living tradition” [5]: he did not only strike conversations with artists, salesmen, and common workers, but
also employed the services of “professional consultants” — xiansheng ()⭏ݸ, Chinese mentors, whom he
hired to provide an interpretation of handwritten and
visual material that he had previously collected.
L. N. Men'shikov (1926—2005), one of V. M. Alekseev's students, later reminisced: “While still in China,
he, together with his Chinese friends, recorded explanations to these symbolic images on prints” [6].
B. L. Riftin also noted that
five hundred prints from V. M. Alekseev's collection
had been provided with comments made either by professional artists who worked in popular print shops or by Chinese teachers — xiansheng [7],

i. e. those whom Alekseev himself called “the rare Chinese scholars able to understand the importance of ethnography and open-heartedly giving truthful answers” [8].
Therefore, during his first trip to China in 1906—
1909, V. M. Alekseev laid down the foundations both of
his personal collection of Chinese popular art and a research archive including not only his own field notes, but
also data prepared by educated Chinese consultants that
he had hired [9]. This archive was later expanded during
the trips that V. M. Alekseev made to China in 1912 and
1926, as well as through correspondence with his Chinese friends.
Most of the above mentioned handwritten field data
were left unprocessed and unpublished during
V. M. Alekseev's life. His widow, N. M. Alekseeva, and
daughter, M. V. Ban'kovskaja, finished this work after
his death, in 1951. In 1958, their effort resulted in the
publication of V. M. Alekseev's diary under the title “In
Old China” (“V starom Kitae”). In 2012, a new edition
was published, expanded to include the diary from the
1912 trip and an explanatory article by Academician
B. L. Riftin (1932—2012) [10]. Up to this moment most
of the handwritten notes have not been translated from
Chinese into Russian. A rare exception are the notebooks
kept at the RHA SMHR, where some of the explanations
by xianshengs were translated by V. M. Alekseev's students, including L. N. Men'shikov mentioned above [11].
These translations are mainly found in the so called
V. M. Alekseev's “Chinese diary”. As for the translations
of xiansheng explanations of popular prints, some of
them were translated and published by Hermitage collection keeper M. L. Rudova in the catalogue featuring
a part of the prints from V. M. Alekseev's collection
housed in the Hermitage Museum [12] and reviewed in
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articles
by
N. G. Pchelin
and
M. L. Rudova,
E. A. Teryukova and E. A. Zavidovskaya [13].
In her last book about her father, “Alekseev and
China”
(2010),
the
academician's
daughter
M. V. Ban'kovskaja, wrote that
Alekseev hoped to process and publish the travel diaries from 1907, both Chinese and Russian (as well as others from 1908, 1912, 1926), properly — with illustrations
and texts. In the book published after his death — “In Old
China” (1958) — only a small part of the Chinese diary
was used, contrary to Alekseev's hopes… (Unfortunately,
the Chinese diary had vanished in the archives of the Museum of the History of Religion in St. Petersburg) [14].

In his introduction to the second edition of Alekseev's “In Old China” revised and amended by chief editor B. L. Riftin also mentions the “Chinese diary”,
“which, for some unknown reason, he [Alekseev] later
gave to the Museum of the History of Religion” [15].
A joint Russian-Taiwanese research project at the
RHA SMHR identified the above-mentioned documents belonging to V. M. Alekseev and determined
which part of his heritage has not yet been fully studied. Museum inventory records fail to show when these
documents were received by the Museum's Archives.
The project partly resulted in the systematization and
description of V. M. Alekseev's manuscripts currently
kept at SMHR. For instance, we found out that
V. M. Alekseev's archives at SMHR include fragmented handwritten and typed materials in Chinese,
Uighur, Russian, and English dated to 1907—1940s
that have undergone preliminary classification by the
academician himself: all records had been filed into
separate envelopes, some of which bear V. M. Alekseev's stamp and handwriting [16].
The first part of V. M. Alekseev's archive at SMHR
consists of the so called “Chinese diary” by V. M. Alekseev. It contains autographs (original handwritten texts)
mainly in Chinese dated to 1907 and collected during his
expedition across North China with Édouard Chavannes.
These documents include field notes on temple epigraphy marked “Diary I”, “Diary II”, and “Diary Sup (III)”
(explanations by xianshengs Nos. I, 1—226, Nos. II,
29—218, Nos. III, 10—13 with gaps) by the collector
himself, including their partial translation into Russian
done by V. M. Alekseev's students, as well as field notes
in Russian and Chinese made by V. M. Alekseev himself. In total, the manuscript contains over 1600 folios.
Later some of these notes were used by V. M. Alekseev's
daughter and widow to prepare his travel diary for publication. For example, in the “Diary” we find the following record:
July 9… Without stopping anywhere, we travel to
Guidefu. We stay in a large comfortable room, although
without any ceiling (as is the case almost everywhere) and
with tatters of black gossamer hanging down from the
beams… There is a huge sign in the town: “During prayer
for rain, it is forbidden to butcher cattle. The sky takes care
of life” [17].
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Comparing this fragment with the archived documents, we were able to discover the original handwritten
note in Chinese that later underwent literary and scholarly revision. Academician Alekseev himself marked it
“I 148/3” and placed it in the envelope signed “Diary
(Chinese) I” [18]:
↨ᗧᓌ⽪⽸䴘◔ˈ⾱→ነᇠൠᯩҮᰡˈൠ䶒ᇈ
䎠䄱喽⾎Ǆ≲䱽䴘◔ˈі⾱→ᐯкн߶ነ⇪⢋㖺ㅹ⮌ˈ
ഐཙൠԕ⭏⢙⛪ᗳˈ᭵⾱→ነԕ⽸यᭆཙ⾎ᙂ

which can be translated as:
Announcement in Guidefu Prefecture: “Prayer for rain;
butchering cattle is forbidden”. The area is draught-ridden;
the local officials set out to worship the Dragon God. They
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pray for rain and prohibit butchering all kinds of animals
because living creatures are the heart of heaven and earth.
Therefore, it is prohibited to butcher them. During prayer,
the wrath of gods must not be invoked [19].

Here are several other examples of explanations
given by xianshengs from “Diary I, a. Temple Epigraphy. Trip of 1907” and their Russian translations from
the notebook marked “Translated by L. N. Men'shikov”
that let us follow every stage of the research method developed by V. M. Alekseev during his first visit to
China, from handwritten records of temple epigraphy in
the field in the form of brief notes [20] and comments by
literate local informants [21] to translations done by students many years later and subsequent publication.

I. Chinese Customs, a New Mourning in the House
Text

Translation
I.151.1 (1)

ᇦѝᴹᯠǄᵜᇦ⭘㯽㢢㍉ˈᴨⲭᆇᯬкˈᴠḀᆵ
һˈᚅн䙡ǄḀᰕ᧕йˈḀᰕ俆гǄḀᰕդᇯˈḀᰕ
ⲬᕅǄ᧕йˈ兲↫йᰕˈᗵӽᖰᇦѝаᵋˈ❦ᖼѳ㹼Ǆ
↔ഐަ兲↨㘼᧕ᖵѻǄ俆гˈᴹ䋑Ӫᇦ䙷↫ˈᗵ䃻ܗ
䚃䃖㏃ˈ䙾ഋгҼॱޛᰕˈᯩ↨㪜㘵Ǆ俆гˈᗎᴹ↫
Ӫѻᰕ䎧ˈㅜаѻгᰕǄѝㅹѻᇦˈн㜭ሷ䵸ḙᇴཹ൘
Ӫᇦྲ↔ѻཊˈ᭵俆Ǆ

A Chinese custom. If there is a new death in the family,
they write a sign in white characters over blue paper, which
states: The house of so-and-so is in mourning. We are sorry if,
in our grief, we failed to inform everyone about it. On suchand-such a day there is the greeting (of the soul — handwritten) on the third day (jie san, ᧕ й ). On such-and-such
a day — the first seven days after death (shou qi, 俆г). On
such-and-such a day — the night together (bansu, դᇯ). On
such-and-such a day — bringing out of the coffin (fa yin, Ⲭᕅ).
The third day jie san (᧕й) is the third day after death of hun
(兲) soul, it is necessarily looking back at its home, afterwards
it comes to visit. That is why there is reception of the returning hun soul at its home. The rite of first seven days (shou qi,
俆г). In houses of sufficient wealth, a mourning rite is held.
Buddhist and Taoist monks are invited to read sacred books
by the body. Only after four weeks have passed, i. e.
7 × 4 days [22], the funeral rite begins. “The seventh day” is
the seventh day after the death of the person mourned. Families of middle income cannot make offerings near the coffin of
the deceased for so long, this is the reason.

I.151.1(2)
гѻᖼˈ᧕ԕդᇯⲬᕅˈդᇯ㘵ˈ⅑Იḙሷ⭡ᇦ䙻ࠪǄ
ѻᯬൠˈ⛪ᆀᆛ㘵ˈнնн㜭ᵋ㾻ަ乿㢢ˈᒦ↔ⴋቨѻ
Ἢ ˈ ᰾ ᰕ Ӗ ሷ ≨ ࡕ ˈ н ᗽ  䴒 ˈ ᭵ դ ↫ 㘵 ᇯ ᯬ า к Ǆ
Ⲭᕅˈ⥦䎧〻ˈ㠚ཆ㠣㘵ˈ䮻㚎䀳Ҽᆇˈ৸ᴹᴨབྷ૰ᆇ
㘵ˈᡆᴨᆇˈⲶᱟ⸕ᴳ㿚৻ˈ֯⸕ᐢᇦᴹѻ㗙Ǆ [23].

After “seven days” there is a night of staying by the coffin
and taking the deceased out of the house; next early morning the
coffin is taken out of the house. It is buried in the ground. Children and grandchildren can not look at the face of the deceased,
and even see the coffined body, and on the following day they
have to part with him forever. Unable to bear the grief of separation, they spend the night in the hall by the coffin. “Bringing out
of the coffin” (fa yin, Ⲭᕅ). The rite of setting the coffin on its
last journey. During mourning, people entering the house from
outside first see two characters written on the doors: “We announce mourning” (wenfu, 㚎䀳). And later, as they are met by
the servants, there is another sign: “Great lamentation” (da ai, བྷ
૰) or the character “Mourning” (sang, ). All these signs serve
the purpose of informing and bringing together relatives and
friends and of letting them know that the house is in mourning.
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Fig. 1
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From the book “In Old China”
July 10… In the town of Ninglingxian I copied a large
mourning announcement on the doors of the house. In white
characters on blue paper, it said: “We announce mourning,
great lamentation”. There is detailed information on the days
when funeral rites are to be performed: “the greeting of the
soul” on the third day after the death, when all relatives and
friends come to take a look at the deceased because this is the

day when his soul comes back to the body and it needs to be
greeted; the seventh-day rite, when Buddhist and Taoist monks
read sacred books by the body (this, of course, only happens in
wealthy houses!); “the night together” that the relatives spend
in the room with the coffin, and, finally, the bringing out of the
coffin. Signs like this are always put up on the house of the
deceased. Such is the custom [25].

II. Temple of Ancestor-Protectors Xiao and Cao (fig. 1)
Text

Translation
I.I5I.2 (2, b)

⋣ইⶒᐎᴹ㮝ᴩ⾆ᑛᔏ
╒儈⾆㠓㮝օᴩ৳ˈ⛪࠰ㅶਿˈަᖼր儈⾆ᇊཙ
лǄࡦᖻֻˈᖼцᇇѻǄࠑⴱᓌᐎ㑓ѻ㘂ࡁᆨˈࠪ
䓛⛪ᒅ৻㘵ˈⲶጷᤌ⾝⽰㮝ᴩҼˈޜち⛪⾆ᑛǄ㘼н
ᮒˈӖ⥦㯉九⾆ᑛѻ⛪㖵⾆ˈ⬖ᵘᐕ⾆ᑛѻ⛪冟㡜
ҏǄӜѝ㺉䮰、ᡯǄ ѝᴨਿӖ⽰㮝ᴩˈちᴠ、⾎Ǆ

╒ሱ䛟䲭ן㮝ޜѻ⾎սˈ╒ሱᒣ䲭ˈןᴩޜѻ⾎ս
⾎⡼ᡰᴨྲ↔㮝օᴩ৳↔ᔏ⭊བྷˈѝཞᡰກѻҼˈۿ

クᾥ㨟㖾ѻᵍ㺓Ǆᡤ㍇ᑭˈྲཙᇈᖒǄ㫻ਔԓ⛪ю㘵
ᵍ㾻ѻ⾿ҏǄ

Temple of Ancestor-Protectors Xiao and Cao (Xiao Cao
zushi miao in the town of Huizhou, Henan Province).
Statesmen of the Gao-zu of Han, founder of the Han
dynasty Liu Bang, Xiao He (㮝օ) and Cao Can (ᴩ৳)
(later the first noblemen in the state) initially were scribes
(daobi-li, ࠰ ㅶਿ) and assisted Gao-zu in establishing the
dynasty and laid out laws and provisions. Later generations
canonized them. All public servants in the provinces, municipalities, counties and prefectures, who study criminal
code, usually began their careers as secretaries and, therefore, they all worship the two gongs Xiao and Cao, and
bring them sacrifices, call them ancestor-protectors and
avoid using their names.
In the same way, Luo-zu is the ancestor-protector of
barbers and Lu Ban is the ancestor-protector of roofers and
carpenters. In every capital city yamen, in the department
of state examinations. Officials (zhongshu-li, ѝᴨਿ) also
worship Xiao (He) and Cao (Can) and call them the spirits
of state examinations (keshen).
The spirit tablet of Xiao-gong, during the Han dynasty
he was awarded the title of the duke hou of Hanyang, the
spirit tablet of the spirit of Cao-gong, who was awarded the
title of the duke hou of Pingyang during the Han dynasty.
There are plaques inscribed: Xiao He, Cao Can. This temple is very large and in the center there are two statues
made of clay,
the statues are wearing magnificent ornate courtly dress
and their headdress is that typically worn by statesmen,
similar to the one on the head of the Heavenly Official (patron spirit of officials) — this is court attire that used to be
worn by those in the position of chengxian (first counselor
of the throne) in ancient times.

I.I5I.3 (1—5)
ᑛㇴۣ㘂ᡰ
ᒤ㘱⿰ˈᒣᰕᆨ〽ᴹṩḒ㘵ᤋۣޕ㘂ᡰǄ㚴
ᾝަѝˈԕׯংᾝ㘼⛪Ӫᑛˈሷᐢᡰ㚎⸕ˈۣѻ䮰Ӫˈ
֯Ժㅹ㘂ѻǄ

The place of transferring of the things learned and of
learning (the temple school) (shi-fanchuanxisuo).
Old and respected scholars are chosen, and they devote
their days to learning. Those who already have some background are invited to the “place of transfer of the things
learned” (the temple school). Their duties in the school involve becoming mentors to the rest of people in issues they
have already studied. Everything that he has learned or heard
he transfers to his students, so that others could learn it, too.
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⾎ѻṬᙍ

㾻䂙㏃ѝᓨˈ⾎ѻṬᙍˈнਟᓖᙍǄṬˈ㠣ҏǄֶ
ҏǄᙍˈ䃎ࣙ䗝Ǆ

᤹⾎ᔏѝₛ८ˈਟ䙊⭘↔ഋᆇǄ
࣏㒬ઘਜ㮝ᴩᔏ८乽䀰ҼӪր╒ᇊཙлѻ࣏ˈਟ㠷
ઘԓѻઘޜਜޜᄃ㖾ˈ㘼㒬㒼ѻǄ

╒цݳण㮝ᴩᔏ╒ᵍབྷ㠓ѝѻ俆࣏

ᮤ㏡伝㌰㮝ᴩᔏ䀰〖⋂╒㠸ѻࡍˈ㏢㌰㌺Ҳˈ䌤Ҽ
ޜ䙐ᖻֻǄᮤ啺؞伮ѻˈݻᒣᇊǄ [26].
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(Sign at the temple of Xiao and Cao) “Spirits, oh, appear!” (shenzhigesi)
According to the text by Shi jing (“Book of Songs” —
translator note) and Zhong yong (“Doctrine of the
Mean” — translator note), “Spirits, oh, appear; (but this is)
not to be hoped for” (shenzhigesi, buke du si, ⾎ѻṬᙍˈ
н ਟ ᓖ ᙍ ). Commentary: “ge” means “to appear”, “to
come”. “Si” is an auxiliary (grammatical) particle.
On horizontal signs (hengbian) in temples devoted to
spirits, these four characters may be used everywhere.
“Through merit continue Zhou and Shao” (sign bian e
in the temple of Xiao and Cao).
This sign says that the merit (of Xiao He and Cao Can)
during the foundation of the Han dynasty was as great as
the merit of Zhou-gong and Shao-gong (Zhao — handwritten insertion) during the foundation of the Zhou dynasty
and that Xiao and Cao (and Yin-shan — handwritten insertion) continued the work of Zhou-gong and Shao-gong).
“In the times of Han, the first in merit” (sign in the
temple of Xiao and Cao).
This sign says that, among other contemporaries of the
Han dynasty, Xiao and Cao were the first in merit.
“Amended laws, improved provisions” (sign in the
temple of Xiao and Cao).
This sign says that, after the fall of the Qing dynasty
and at the time when the Han dynasty was rising, the laws
and provisions were in disarray. After the two gongs (Xiao
He and Cao Can) established laws, amended and improved
them, order began to strengthen [27].

From the book “In Old China”
July 10: We arrive in Huizhou; it is a large city… We enter a curious temple of Ancestors, patrons Xiao and Cao. Xiao
He and Cao Can were first counsellors to the emperor who
founded the Han dynasty. As his closest allies, they contributed to the establishment of the dynasty. In the following centuries, they were canonized, and, since both gongs (princes)
initially were secretary scribes, all officials with the same career path worship them, bring them sacrifices, and call them
“ancestor-protectors”, apparently avoiding using their proper
names. It is known that the Chinese polite form of language
generally avoids personal names. It is thought to be
ill-mannered to ask about one's name for it could lead one to
assume that he was after to be called by name as a servant
would. Therefore, having enquired after “the noble surname”,
they ask about “the noble title”, thus learning both name and
title in response. It has been strictly forbidden to pronounce

and even to write down names of rulers since times long gone;
they were replaced by rulers' mottos. Thus, Gao-zu of Han
dynasty, who the counsellors assisted, is the motto of Liu
Bang, which means “High Ancestor”, or “Founder of a Dynasty” in translation. However, translating such mottos is not
an easy job, since most of the time they contain a hidden hint
at the canonical text, which is hard to discern even for an expert in Chinese texts. Ancestor-protectors are a very interesting
part of the overall ancestral cult as they signify a transition
from respect to worship, deification, and religion as such.
Many crafts and professions have such patrons. Thus, barbers
consider a Luo Zu as their patron; roofers and carpenters worship Lu Ban, etc. The temple is very large. The statues of
gongs are made of clay and are wearing magnificent ornate
courtly garments; on their heads, they have officials' headdress, similar to the one worn by the heavenly official [28].

III. The Pavilion of Fire Star
The materials from the SMHR archives that make it
possible to reproduce the whole sequence of steps taken
by V. M. Alekseev in his field work, and these notes are
especially valuable in terms of research. For instance,

there is a brief note that contains the original field observations (in Russian):
“The Pavilion of Fire Star” (huo xing ge). A curious
pavilion above the gate ahead, covered in greenery and
flowers; horse-like spirits.

E. TERYUKOVA, E. ZAVIDOVSKAYA. The Archives of Academician V. M. Alekseev…
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Translation
I.I5I.5 (1—4)
The Temple of Fire Star (Planet Mars) Huoxing-ge.
The Fire Spirit has a red face, three eyes, a red beard,
and six arms, each of them holding a weapon. He looks ferocious and fearsome. On the back of the head, he has yet
another face, but it is beautiful. This means that, when he
sets out to war and in battle, he assumes a look of false ferocity and when he leaves the war, he becomes kindly and
peaceful.
According to the novel Feng shenyanyi (“Investiture of
the Gods”), scroll 6, chapter 64, page 5, the Fire Spirit was
a man from the (Yin-) Shang dynasty called Luo Xuan. He
was an enemy of a Zhou dynasty (the one that destroyed
the Yin-Shang dynasty) warrior, Jiang the Astrologer (Jiang Tai-gong). He had fire arrows, a fire bow, a fire crow,
and a fire wheel. If he threw these treasures of his somewhere, a fire started there immediately. In the end, he was
killed and in battle he received the title of “the Virtuous
Spirit (Deity), Ruler of the Star of Fire Courage”. He rules
over the following five persons (spirits, demons): a tiger
with the tail of fire (weihuo hu), a boar with the…? of fire
(shihuozhu), a monkey with the tail of fire (weihuohou),
a snake with wings of fire (yihuo she), the ruler of the sky
touching fire (jiehuo tianjun). They are all from the 28 su
(constellations). People worship the Fire Spirit in order to
avoid the troubles brought on by fire. Often, when a fire
starts, people do not even think of rushing to put it out, but
only pray to the Fire Spirit, begging him not to burn them.
Those spared by fire believe that they were helped by the
Fire Spirit and later go to his temple again to show gratitude for his mercy.
There is also a legend that Zhang Tian-shi (handwritten — ruler over the superiors) was an enemy of the Fire
Spirit. If Zhang Tian-shi came to the capital city and stayed
at an inn or at any person's house, the house immediately
caught fire, and only when he stayed at the Temple of the
Fire Spirit could he remain calm to the end of the day because the Fire Spirit could not burn down his own temple.
The throne of the virtuous ruler, the Fire Spirit.
Beyond the gates of the temple there is “Star Foal”
(xing ma-er) called “Fire Foal” (huoyanju) in the vernacular. The place where the foal appears catches fire [30].

⚛ᱏ䯓⚛⾎䶒䎔㢢Ǆ
йˈ㌵兊ˈޝ㟲ˈวಘỠˈۿ䊼⦠ᜑǄަ䓛ᖼ
ᗙᴹа䶒䊼ழѻޥࠪྲ↔ˈۿᢃԇᱲˈׯ㺃ᒫᜑ
ᖒˈ❑һׯழ䶌ҏǄ

ᬊሱ⾎╄㗙ˈ⚛⾎ˈ㖵ᇓǄ୶ᵍӪˈ㠷ઘሷဌཚޜ
⛪ᮥˈᴹ⚛㇝⚛ᕃ⚛匹⚛䕚䄨ሦˈᣅަ⢙ᯬḀ㲅ˈ・ᱲ
⚛Ⲭˈᖼ↫Ҿ䲓кˈሱ⛪⚛ᗧᱏੋ↓⾎ǄަኜлӄӪˈ
ᴠ˖ቮ⚛㱾ˈᇔ⚛䊜ˈ䀌⚛⥤ˈ㘬⚛㳷ˈ᧕⚛ཙੋǄ≁
䯃⾝⽰⚛⾎ˈ⭿ަ❊⠂ѻᇣˈᑨᴹ⮦⚛⟴ᔦ৺ᱲˈнᜣ
ㆆ⓵ˈਚਙ≲⚛⾎य⠂ˈᒨн㻛❊ˈࡷԕ⛪⾎ցˈӖ
㠣ᔏ䚴予ҏǄ

৸؇ۣᕥཙᑛ㠷⚛⾎ᴹӷˈྲཙᑛ䙢ӜˈտᓇᡆӪᇦ
ˈަᡯቻণ㻛❊Ǆᜏտᇯ⚛⾎ᔏˈࡷ㍲ᰕᆹ䶌ˈഐ⚛
⾎н㛟㠚⠂ަትҏǄ

⚛ᑍⵏੋ⾎ս䮰ཆᴹᱏ俜ˈނণ؇ᡰ䄲⚛⟴倂ˈ倂
ࡠ㲅ࡷⲬ⚛ҏǄ [29].

From the book “In Old China”
The small temple of Huo-xing (⚛ᱏ), Fire Spirit (Planet
Mars deified), was also very interesting. The deity itself looks
rather ferocious. He has a red face with three eyes and six arms
wielding weapons. However, on the back of the head, there is
another face, beautiful and friendly. This signifies that in battle
he assumes a look of false ferocity and, when he leaves the

war, he becomes kindly and peaceful. Huo-xing's permanent
attributes are fire wheel, fire bow, and fire arrows. Huo-xing is
very popular among folks, since he is the one to pray to for the
prevention of fires. However, even when the house is already
burning, they often do not even think of putting the fire out and
beg Huo-xing not to burn them instead [31].

***
The second part of V. M. Alekseev's manuscripts
housed at the RHA SMHR are xiansheng's explanations
of Chinese popular prints:
(i) images of the Door Gods (menshen) bought in
Beijing during the New Year celebrations of 1909 and

brought from Hankou, Suzhou, and Shanghai;
(ii) “Wanshen Album” (㩜⾎, “the whole pantheon
of deities”) containing xiansheng's explanations with
regard to the pantheon of Chinese deities depicted on
popular prints, or paper icons zhima (㍉俜);
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(iii) “Menshen Album” (䮰⾎, “the door gods”, i. e.
door keepers) containing xiansheng's explanations of
popular prints depicting the door gods (menshen);
(iv) “Zao Album” ( ⚦  “on stove god”) — xiansheng's explanations of popular prints depicting the stove
god Zao-wang;
(v); “Fu and wu Albums” (ㅖ (“talisman”) and ॸ
(the seventh symbol of the twelve Earthly Branches)
Albums) — xiansheng's explanations of talismans and
stories behind the popular prints devoted to the Dragon
Boat Festival duanwujie (ㄟॸ celebrated on the fifth
day of the fifth lunar month in the beginning of summer.
All in all, this part of the collection comprises over
670 sheets of Chinese character manuscripts. Studies
based on these materials have been published by
E. A. Teryukova and E. A. Zavidovskaya [32].
The third part of V. M. Alekseev's personal archive
at the RHA SMHR is dated to 1912, the year of his second trip to China. It includes autographs by xianshengs
explaining temple epigraphy, signs copied at the Temple
of the City God chenghuang in Fuzhou of Fujian province, and notes made at the especially revered temples of
Bodhisattva of Compassion Guanyin on the Island of
Putuoshan, near Ningbo.
Another category of archival documents includes
working notes and a bibliography in Russian, Chinese,
and English made by V. M. Alekseev on the topic of
religions practiced in China, as well as Chinese-language
materials on antireligious propaganda in China, which
were purchased in Vladivostok in 1930 and brought to
St. Petersburg by A. G. Shprintsyn [33].
A separate category within V. M. Alekseev's archive
is formed by Uighur-language materials — press clippings on social welfare, cultural development, and edu-
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cation in the Xinjiang-Uighur District of China dated to
1935—1936. These materials are worth devoting a research project of their own as they shed light on a period
in the history of East Turkestan that is little-known to
Russian scholars — the time of a surge in the fight for
the national liberation of the Uighur in order to gain independence from China and the time when the USSR
paid close attention to the region.
Documents that throw light on V. M. Alekseev's cooperation with the SMHR in Leningrad hold a special place in
the Museum archives: they are the manuscript of museum
labels commissioned by the museum for the 1938 exhibition “Chinese Popular Religion” and a 1941 letter from
Academician Alekseev addressed to the museum [34].
Another group of archived materials comprises Russian translations of some of the xiansheng's notes from
Diaries I and II, handwritten or typed by Alekseev's students and colleagues: I. S. Gurevich [35], L. N. Men'shikov, V. A. Velgus [36], O. L. Fishman [37] (?), B. B. Vakhtin [38], R. F. Its [39], I. E. Tsiperovich [40] (?).
Thus, the analysis of the manuscripts from the archives of Academician V. M. Alekseev currently preserved at the RHA SMHR demonstrates that two categories of documents have the greatest potential for further
research: the so called “Chinese diary” and explanations
of Chinese popular prints provided by xiangshengs.
Comprehensive study of these materials — translation
from the Chinese, comparison to the popular prints collection at the museum and to the published work by
V. M. Alekseev himself — makes it possible to conclude
that these archival materials constitute an invaluable
source base for the study of the now practically lost Chinese popular beliefs of the Late Empire (late 19th —
early 20th centuries).
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1. Alekseev, 1958: 275.
2. Ibid.: 272.
3. Ibid.: 275.
4. Ibid.
5. Ban'kovskaja, 2010: 91.
6. Men'shikov, 1972: 128.
7. Alekseev, 1966: 7.
8. Ibid.: 172.
9. Teryukova & Zavidovskaya & Khizhniak, 2016.
10. Idem, 2012: 510.
11. 35. L. N. Men'shikov (1926—2005) was a Russian sinologist, student of V. M. Alekseev. In 1952, he graduated
from Leningrad State University, the Faculty of Oriental Studies, specializing in Chinese philology. He had worked at the
Institute of Oriental Studies of the Academy of Sciences of the
USSR since 1955.
12. Rudova, 2003: 235.
13. Pchelin & Rudova, 2008; Teryukova & Zavidovskaja,
2015a; Teryukova & Zavidovskaya, 2015b.
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19. All translations from Chinese into Russian have been
done by E. A. Zavidovskaya.
20. See Records I.I5I.5 (4) and I.I5I.5a (2) below. Numbered by V. M. Alekseev.
21. See Records I.151.1 (1) — I.151.1 (2), I.I5I.2 (1) —
I.I5I.2 (b), I.I5I.3, I.I5I.4, I.I5I.5 (1) — I.I5I.5 (3) below.
Numbered by V. M. Alekseev.
22. On the left margin, there is a pencilled note: “Cf.
Grube. Odd number of days”.
23. RHA SMHR, fund 45, inv. 1, fol. 1.
24. Ibid., fol. 17.
25. Alekseev, 1958: 158.
26. RHA SMHR, fund 45, inv. 1, fol. 1.
27. Ibid., fol. 17.
28. Alekseev, 2012: 215.
29. RHA SMHR, fund 45, inv. 1, fol. 1.
30. Ibid., fol. 17.
31. Alekseev, 1958: 159.
32. Teryukova & Zavidovskaya, 2015a; Teryukova & Zavidovskaya, 2015b; Teryukova, Zavidovskaya & Khizhniak, 2016.

E. TERYUKOVA, E. ZAVIDOVSKAYA. The Archives of Academician V. M. Alekseev…
33. A. G. Shprintsyn (1907—1974) was a Russian sinologist, who carried out numerous research trips to the Far East.
In 1930—1938, he worked as a researcher at the Institute of
Oriental Studies of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR. At
the end of 1938, he was arrested. Upon his return from exile in
1957, he worked at the A. P. Karpinsky Russian Geological
Research Institute (1958—1974).
34. Teryukova & Zavidovskaja, 2015b.
35. I. S. Gurevich (1932—2016) was a Russian sinologist. She graduated from Leningrad State University, the
Faculty of Oriental Studies, specializing in Chinese philology, in 1956. In 1957, she began working as researcher at the
Institute of Oriental Studies of the Academy of Sciences of
the USSR.
36. V. A. Velgus (1922—1980) was a Russian sinologist.
In 1947, he came to Leningrad upon the invitation from
V. M. Alekseev and entered the Faculty of Oriental Studies at
Leningrad State University.
37. O. L. Fishman (1919—1986) was a Russian sinologist
and student of V. M. Alekseev. In 1941, she graduated from
the Faculty of Oriental Studies at Leningrad State University.
In 1946—1949, she lectured at Leningrad State University and
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in 1958 began working as researcher at the Institute of Oriental
Studies of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR.
38. B. B. Vakhtin (1930—1981) was a Russian sinologist,
student of V. M. Alekseev. In 1954, he graduated from Leningrad State University, the Faculty of Oriental Studies, specializing in Chinese philology. In 1952, he began working as researcher at the Institute of Oriental Studies of the Academy of
Sciences of the USSR.
39. R. F. Its (1928—1990) was a Russian ethnographer
and research administrator. In 1950 he graduated from Leningrad State University, the Faculty of Oriental Studies, where
he studied under V. M. Alekseev, specializing in Chinese philology. In 1954, he began working as researcher at N. N. Miklukho-Maklaj Institute of Ethnology and Anthropology. In
1982, he became director of the Museum of Anthropology and
Ethnography of the Russian Academy of Sciences.
40. I. E. Tsiperovich (1918—2000) was a Russian sinologist and student of V. M. Alekseev. In 1941, she graduated
from the Faculty of Oriental Studies at Leningrad State University. In 1948, she began lecturing at Leningrad State University and in 1967 began working as researcher at the Institute
of Oriental Studies of the Academy of Sciences of the USSR.
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Illustration
Fig. 1. Explanations on “Temple of Ancestor-Protectors Xiao and Cao” from V. M. Alekseev's “Chinese Diary”, The Research Historical Archive of the State Museum of the History of Religion,
fund 45, inv. 1, fol. 1. Courtesy of the Museum.
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